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We like

the style
For company parties, team building, funfair events or without a special reason, theses styles 
are must-haves. You will not just take part, you will be right in the middle of it.

The world of JAMES & NICHOLSON and myrtle beach with its product line for the special 
moments of life presents in much detail the Traditional Edition focusing on funfair, pure joy.

The T-shirts of the Tear off!® line are particularly convenient. They provide a lot of space for
individual decoration with imprint and embroidery. Moreover, the neck label can be replaced
very easily. The neck label can easily be detached, leaving space for your own label. 
With a special transfer print we can replace the label for you.

You can look forward to the stylish titbits of JAMES & NICHOLSON and myrtle beach for corporate 
events, promotional campaigns or incentives.

Now there is nothing to keep us at home – Enjoy yourselves at our fashion funfair!



JN 639
Ladies‘ Traditional Knitted Jacket

XS-XXL

MB 6405 
Traditional Scarf

one size

JN 637
Ladies‘ Traditional Shirt

XS-XXL

JN 675
Ladies‘ Traditional Shirt Plain

XS-XXL

A dream in pink

for pretty girls!
Now a dash of new colour is brought into the party tents. The snazzy combination of 

coloured check design and Bavarian style jacket is the must-have of the party season.

Sweet- 

heart



JN 640
Men‘s Traditional Knitted Jacket

S-XXXL

JN 676 
Men‘s Traditional Shirt Plain

S-XXXL

Boys also like being trendy. With these very successful looks they rock the 
party tents and fascinate the girls.

A look for

my honey Top dog!



JN 774
Men‘s Knitted Fleece Vest

S-XXXL

JN 773 
Ladies‘ Knitted Fleece Vest

S-XXL

JN 638
Men‘s Traditional Shirt

S-XXXL

JN 637
Ladies‘ Traditional Shirt

XS-XXL

Watch out, 

rascals!
With these shirts and vests you can create so many looks at one go. 

Here everyone will find the colour combination he is looking for.



JN 638 Men‘s Traditional Shirt: S-XXXL

purple/whitered/white royal/whitegreen/white

JN 637 Ladies‘ Traditional Shirt: XS-XXL

JN 638

JN 637

Check design is a must-have for those who like rocking away to the music in party tents. The easy-care poplin shirt 
or blouse with buttons in traditional costume look made of imitation horn is available in up to 4 colours.  
You will certainly find the suitable colour for every festival. For finger-wrestling the sleeves can even be  

rolled up and secured with a loop and a button.

Check design - 

a must-have for parties!

only JN637 available



JN 762
Men‘s Knitted Fleece Jacket

S-XXXL

JN 761 
Ladies’ Knitted Fleece Jacket

S-XXL

JN 715
Ladies’ Traditional Polo 

S-XXL

JN 716 
Men’s Traditional Polo 

S-XXXL

Cheerful, snazzy outfits for all those who like celebrating properly. 
Here you have polo shirts, jackets, vests, all ingredients for a great atmosphere.

Fun in the party tent

for sweetheart and honey!



MB 6577 
Heather Summer Beanie

one size

JN 715
Ladies’ Traditional Polo 

S-XXL

JN 588
Ladies’ Knitted Fleece Hoody

S-XXL

MB 6400 
Traditional Bandana 

one size

This is the

girls' look
When partying, chic girls rely on smart combinations of traditional clothes and modern beanies. Traditional polo 

shirts and bandanas convince you through elaborate details and create marvellous, colourful highlights. For  
celebrating into the small hours, for example, the cuddly fleece , which makes a perfect outfit, is a good choice.

pretty

girl



MB 6623 
Felt Hat
one size

JN 589
Men’s Knitted Fleece Hoody

S-XXXL

MB 6400 
Traditional Bandana 

one size

JN 716 
Men’s Traditional Polo 

S-XXXL

When real guys want to let it rip, they need a great look.
The classic polo look with a fleece hoody, combined with a felt hat, will be a lot of fun.

Here we go

guys!



JN 715
Ladies’ Traditional Polo 

S-XXL

MB 6405 
Traditional Scarf

one size

A peppy version of the proper trend is certainly this sweet combination of
a poloshirt with highlights and a trendy scarf with genuine funfair motifs.

Smart fashion

for sweet girls
I like it



JN 589
Men’s Knitted Fleece Hoody

S-XXXL

JN 676 
Men‘s Traditional Shirt Plain

S-XXXL

Not only top dogs are very keen on the cool new shirts with buttons in traditional costume look. 
For the cooler days boys rely on the matching cuddly jackets.

We like being

part of it



JN 715

MB 6623
Felt Hat
one size

MB 6623

Tradition and fun perfected with the ‘Felt Hat’ in traditional costume look.

We feel 

on top of the world!



navy blackredwhite grey-heather

8002 Men‘s-T: S-XXL

8002

Celebrate life with sustainably stylish T-shirts of the BIO-BAUMWOLLE line!
These T-shirts are not only beautiful, easy to decorate and made of organic cotton, they are also

equipped with the ‘Tear off!®-label, which is so popular in merchandising.

We also offer

bio! Men's-T



soft-green whitesoft-greyblack soft-pink

grey-heather navy wine black black-heathergraphitecarmine-red- 
melange

light-denim- 
melange

8005 Ladies‘ Casual-T: XS-XL

MB 7113 Bio Cotton Beanie: one size

MB 7113

8005

Pep up your look!
The BIO-BAUMWOLLE! - line:

Rustic parties and traditional looks matched in a fashionable way with sustainable accessories.



navy blackredwhite grey-heather

8001 Ladies‘-T: XS-XL

8001
Tradition styled by BIO!

Feminine T-shirts with trendy rolled edges on collar and sleeves, in 5 must-have colours and 
countless decoration options. This will definitely put you in a festive mood.

Wonderful

BIO STYLES for girls!



 
 

8007
Ladies‘ Basic-T

XS-XL

8008
Men‘s Basic-T

S-XXL

8008

8007

For team fun in summer individualized basic T’s made of BIO-BAUMWOLLE are the perfect choice.

More colours and polo shirts are available at: www.daiber.de.

bio-baumwolle!

basic
i like 
you 



8010

8009

8009
Ladies‘ Basic Polo

S-XXL

8010
Men‘s Basic Polo

S-XXL

Rustic summer parties are celebrated with a personalized BIO-BAUMWOLLE! POLOSHIRT.

bio-baumwolle!

Polos are so stylish

More colours and polo shirts are available at: www.daiber.de.



Transfer only:

T-shirt with transfer:

Look! There is always

room for one more!

Personalize your party fun outfit with imprint or embroidery. All the traditional, sustainable and classic products of 
the JAMES & NICHOLSON and myrtle beach line can be decorated. It is exactly here that you will find inspiration 

and fun! – Can’t you find what you are looking for? The products can be even more individually designed.

005/186196/1

8002/186196
black

005/338989/1

8001/338989
white

005/338988/1

8002/338988
white

005/186195/1

8001/186195
red

005/186197/1

8008/186197
grey-heather


